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Safety Notes
CAUTION

RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK 
DO NOT OPEN

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, 
DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK).

NO USER SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE.
REFER TO SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.

Warning:

- To reduce the risk of fire or shock hazard, do not expose this equipment to 
rain or moisture.

- To reduce the risk of fire or shock hazard, keep this equipment away from 
all liquids.  

- Use and store this equipment only in locations which are not exposed to 
the risk of dripping or splashing  liquids. Do not place any liquid containers 
on top of the equipment.

- If you are using lasers on set please be careful not to point the ray towards 
the lens. A laser that is eye-safe should be in general safe for the sensor as 
well. However if you are planning to use lasers we suggest to contact the 
technical support before the production, in order to check if the laser can 
damage your sensor. Laser damage on the sensor is not covered by warranty 
unless there was a written approval by the P+S technical support before the 
production.

Caution: 
To reduce the risk of fire or shock hazard and annoying interference, use the 
recommended  accessories only.

FCC Note:
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class 
A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are de-
signed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the 
equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This  equipment gener-
ates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy. If is not installed and used 
in accordance with the instruction manual, it may cause harmful interference to 
radio communications.
The operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful 
interference. In this case, the user will be asked to correct the interference at 
his own expense.

Warning:
To assure continued FCC emission limit compliance, the user must use only 
shielded interface cables when connecting to external units. Also, any un-
authorized changes or modifications to this equipment could void the user´s 
authority to operate it.

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within an equilateral 
triangle, is intended to alert the user to the presence of un-insulated 
“dangerous voltage” within the product´s enclosure that may be of 
sufficient magnitude to constitute a risk of electric shock to persons.
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The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to 
alert the user to the presence of important operating and mainte-
nance (service) instructions in the literature accompanying the 
appliance.

 To prevent damages to the device, do not expose it to extreme moisture, rain, 
heat or dust.
Do not open the device by yourself. Have repairs carried out by qualified 
technicians in authorised  specialist companies only.

Do not touch the low-pass filter in front of the sensor.
To ensure reliable, proper operation, it is required that you familiarise yourself 
with this operating manual.

Only use compatible power supply units/batteries that conform with the volt-
age range of the device.

Any auxiliary equipment must not exceed the maximum permitted power.

Ensure safe transport in the cases provided for this purpose.

Keep all ventilation openings unobstructed to guarantee continuous cooling
of the components.

Disconnect the device from the power supply prior to care and maintenance 
tasks.

Avoid direct light exposure of the sensor and do not touch the sensor.

Do not use the camera without the lens or protective cap.

Clean optical surfaces using optical cleaning agents only.

Storage 

Store the PS-Cam X35 in a custom made foam padded case.

Store the PS-Cam X35 in a dry and dust free room.

Transport

For transport always use a custom made foam padded case where the PS-

Cam X35 is well fixed.

Disposal

Dispose your PS-Cam X35 like it is common to dispose a computer in your 
country.
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1. About
1.1. The PS-Cam X35

THE CAMERA

The PS-Cam X35 a motion effect camera designed for normal shooting 
rates and below and up to  750 fps (1.500 fps MK2) in slow motion, fast 
motion, ramped motion, time lapsed motion for all purposes. On the analog 
side there were analog film cameras with speed rates up to 150 fps known 
as robust and flexible. On the digital side high speed rates were only avail-
able when using highly specialized camera systems. Now the PS-Cam X35 
is a combination of a sync sound and high speed camera – a 2 in 1 camera. 
So if going for motion effect no additional camera or operator resources and 
budget is necessary.

The all-purpose concept of the PS-Cam X35 allows normal speed and 
enhanced picture quality up to 11 T-stops with global shutter technology. It 
provides slow motion capabilities up to  750 fps (1.500 fps MK2) maximum 
to capture amazing results especially in human action. The onboard memory 
(18 GB) allows recording of more than 4 minutes in normal speed (memory 
with 9 GB or 36 GB planned). The standard switchable HD-SDI interface 
in 1,5 G allows the integration into existing HD infrastructures and operation 
with existing and future-proofed HD-SDI recorders.

KEY FEATURES

- All-purpose motion effect camera
- Combines analogue sync-sound and digital high-speed
- Up to 750 fps (1.500 fps MK2)
- Global Shutter for enhanced motion capture capability
- Up to 11 T-stops
- 640 ASA base sensitivity
- HD-SDI 1,5G

UNIQUE IN APPLICATION

- Fiction
- TV Drama
- Commercial
- Documentary
- Wildlife
- Music clip
- Corporate
- Sports

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

- Range of IMS lens mounts supporting various lenses
- Hand unit for camera remote control (optional)
- New electronic viewfinder (planned)
- Range of HD-SDI recorders
- Standard Batteries (AntonBauer / V-Lock)
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Current revision

Revision number MK I
Revision number MK II

Rev 1.6.1
Rev 2.0.0

Release X35 14.10.2013

RAW option Available

Time Code and general Offline Sync function Available

Dynamic Range Enhancement Curves HD, RGB, RAW and 
recommendations

Available

One Button Recording (Rec trigger flag) Available

1.2. This User Manual
NOTE: Read this User Manual completely before you operate the PS-Cam 
X35 the first time.

The User Manual is split into useful chapters to provide you a fast access to 
the information you need depending on your current task.

Annexed to the regular user manual you find some patterns and tables with 
additionally information such as:

- Technical data
- Menu pattern
- Workflow pattern

1.3. Service Informations
All information concerning updates, bug fixes, or technical documentation 
can be found on our ftp server:

ftp://ftp.pstechnik.eu/
Login:  x35
Password: pscam

NOTE: Updates may include feature enhancements such as: Image Control, 
Motion effect function, Service or Partner information etc. Other changes 
such as bug fixes or technical documentations will be announced at the 
release date. 
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2. Product Scope
2.1. Scope of delivery

Art. No. Description

27681 PS-Cam X35 - All-Purpose Motion Effects Camera with 18GB 
Buffer incl. Control Unit left/right mountable, IMS Mount, inte-
grated 15mm LWS, Handgrip (#23358), AB Mount (#27887), 
PS-CAM X35 Manual (#27750)

27680 PS-Cam X35 - All-Purpose Motion Effects Camera with 9GB 
Buffer incl. Control Unit left/right mountable, IMS Mount, inte-
grated 15mm LWS, Handgrip (#23358), AB Mount (#27887), 
PS-CAM X35 Manual (#27750)

27682 PS-Cam X35 -All-Purpose Motion Effects Camera with 36GB 
Buffer incl. Control Unit left/right mountable, IMS Mount, inte-
grated 15mm LWS, Handgrip (#23358), AB Mount (#27887), 
PS-CAM X35 Manual (#27750)

To operate the PS-Cam X35 you need the following accessories:

- File Recorder              
- Power supply (12/24 volt) and power cable with Fischer 2 pin on camera 
side or battery
- IMS Mount supporting to your type of lenses

Please refer to chapter 2.2. or contact our Service or Sales Department for 
further information.

2.2. Optional accessories

Art. No. Description

Interchangeable Mount System (IMS)

18431 PS-IMS-PL 
PL-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount System

23499 PS-IMS-F
F-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount System

18384 PS-IMS-PV
Panavision-Mount for P+S TECHNIK Interchangeable Mount 
System

20506 PS-IMS-BNC-R
BNC-R-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount System
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18382 PS-IMS-EF
Canon EF-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount Sys-
tem

22646 PS-IMS-FD
Canon FD-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount Sys-
tem

18380 PS-IMS-R
Leica R-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount System

19906 PS-IMS-M
Leica M-Mount for P+S Technik Interchangeable Mount System

Viewfinder

27690 PS-Cam Viewfinder - TV Logic 5.6““ LCD HDSDI incl.
- TV Logic LCD Display 5,6“ (#28034)
- PS-Cam X35 Light protection/ Eyepiece hood incl. lens set 
(#28042)
- Eyepiece Cup without Shutter large version (#11487)
- power cable (#28035)
- BNC cable (#28057)

28034 TV Logic LCD Display 5,6“

28042 PS-Cam X35 Light protection/ eye piece hood incl. lens set 
(only for TV Logic LCD Display 5,6”)
Note: Power supply cable (#28035) for monitor needed when 
used with PS-Cam X35

11487 Eyepiece Cup without Shutter large version

19091 Eyepiece Cup with Shutter and Heating 24V

11767 Cable for Heatable Eyepiece Cup, 24V 3-pin

11489 Eyepiece Cup with Shutter and Heating 12V

11724 Cable for Heatable Eyepiece Cup, 12V 11-pin

25985 Flex Arm with Rosette and Adapter
- 1/4“ screw
- rosette
- adapter screw 1/4 (#25986)

available Viewfinder Holder for TV Logic

available PS-Cam Viewfinder Diopter adjust

Power Supply

24430 PS-Power Supply AC/DC, 110-240V, 24V, 240W, 4-pin XLR

28041 PS-Power Supply AC/DC, 110-220V, 24V, 240W, 3-pin XLR

21431 Anton Bauer to Sony V-Mount - Special Adapter
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25798 PS-Power cable, 24V, 4-pin/XLR/m - 2-pin Fischer/f) for power 
supply

17236 PS-Power cable, 24V, 3-pin/XLR/m - 2-pin Fischer/f for power 
supply or block batteries

27806 PS-Cam X35 V-Mount Modification (#27505)

Mechanical Accessories

27909 PS-Cam X35 Shoulder Pad

23012 PS-Adapter Plate to 16mm Cine Bridge Plate

21842 PS-Adapter Plate to 35mm Cine Bridge Plate

25026 PS-L-Grip, side mount, 1 piece

16528 PS-Handgrip, side mount, 1 piece

21423 PS-Handgrip with START/STOP switch and cable, side mount, 
1 piece

21422 Extension for PS-Handgrip, 1 piece

27907 PS-Cam X35 - Quick Lock-Inserts for mounting options (quick 
lock plate, shoulder pad)

27908 PS-Cam X35 - Low Mode Interface Plate  for low mode moun-
ting and accessories

23020 Cable Clamp with Rosette

Electric Accessories

planned Extension Cable for Control Unit PS-Cam X35 (0,8m)

planned Extension Cable for Control Unit PS-Cam X35 (6m)

planned Extension Cable for Control Unit PS-Cam X35 (25m)

Other Extension Cable for Control Unit on request

Time Code

25960 TC-IN/OUT Cable for synchronising ALL 601 to any other Ambi-
ent Clockit TimeCode System, bidirectional Lemo 5-pin / Lemo 
5-pin

25961 LTC-IN Cable TC-out to Ambient ALL 601 / Lockit, unidirectional 
BNC / 5-pin Lemo

25962 LTC-OUT cable TC-out to Ambient ALL 601 / Lockit-out, unidi-
rectional BNC / 5-pin Lemo

25963 TC-IN cable Slate / Ambient ALL 601 TC-in cable, unidirectional 
Lemo 5-pin / XLR 3-pin female
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25964 TC-OUT Cable Slate / ALL 601 TC-out cable, unidirectional 
Lemo 5-pin / XLR 3-pin male

General Accessories

27751 PS-Cam X35 Transport Case

27750 PS-Cam X35 User Manual Free Download 
from www.pstechnik.de

2.3. Upgrade possibilities

Art. No. Description

27683 9GB to 36GB Extension

27864 18GB to 36GB Extension

27865 9GB to 18GB Extended Option

27687 Rental Mode

*Technical subjects to change without prior notice
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3. Camera Views

PS-Cam X35 left side

PS-Cam X35 right side

focus hook

hand grip

RUN button
left side Control Unit recess 
(covered)

right side Control Unit access 
(with Control Unit) RUN buttonVentilation

2x 24 V out / trigger
focus hook
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PS-Cam X35 back  

PS-Cam X35 front

battery adaptor 
(AntonBauer mounted)

on/off switch with
 status LEDsservice connectors

Cooke lenses connector 
(iCooke, not active yet)

Interchangeable Mount System 
(IMS)

HD-SDI out 
(viewfinder/monitor)

15 mm rod support

Status f. light sync I TC out

12V out I 12V out

HU/R232 I Ambient TC with
                   status LEDs

Camera Sync 3D

12 - 30 V Power in 

2x signal 1,5G/RAW out
(B I D for dual link)

2x signal 1,5G/RAW out
(A I C for single link)
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PS-Cam X35 top

PS-Cam X35 bottom

multi-purpose mounting surface

ventilation

base mounting surface 
(optional Quick Lock inserts mounted)
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4. Setup

4.1. Setting the Control Unit

The Control Unit can be mounted on the left side or right side of the camera. 
For remote control the PS-Cam X35 Control Unit can be connected with a 
cable to the camera (planned). 

Necessary tool: Metric Allen Key size 3.0

4.1.1. Removing
1. Unscrew the cover (one screw) 
and remove it

2. Unscrew the Control Unit and 
remove it.

NOTE: The two screws are hidden! 
To reach the screws put the Allen 
Key into the marked holes in the 
Control Unit and unscrew them.

4.1.2. Setting
1. Place the control unit in the housing gently. Verify the connector on the 
backside slides into the housing correctly. Fasten the screws.

2. Place the cover in the housing of the camera. Fasten the screw.

4.2. Connecting the power supply or battery
NOTE: The power supply should provide at least 78 Watt and a Voltage of 
12 V - 24 V. Do not use a power supply with a higher Voltage, otherwise you 
will damage the PS-Cam X35. 
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4.2.1. Power Supply

Connector: Fischer 2 pin female 
on camera back side (12 V - ) 24 V

WARNING: When shooting with 
more than 450 fps, use 24 V power

4.2.2. On Board Battery Use

Connector: V-Mount or Anton-
Bauer Gold mount with additional 
D-Tap female 12V (- 24 V)

4.3. Connecting electric equipment

There are several power outputs on the PS-Cam X35:

Voltage Connector Located on the PS-Cam X35

12 V 4-pin Lemo female back side

12 V Anton Bauer D-Tap female back side/top

24 V 3-pin Fischer female right side

NOTE: When you run the PS-Cam X35 with a small battery there might be 
not enough power to run the camera and several equipment.

For appropriate power cables refer to the accessory information (chapter 
2.3. - 2.4.) or contact P+S Technik directly.

4.3.1. Connecting the viewfinder/monitor

Connector: BNC female on camera 
front side

Power: there are several power 
outputs on the PS-Cam X35. 
Therefore refer to Chapter 3 and 9

Signal: HD-SDI

NOTE: The PS-Cam X35 contains at its outputs „P“ signals instead of „PSF“ 
signals. It is not possible to switch between „P“ and „PSF“. However the PS-
Cam X35 is compatible to a wide range of recorders in HD.
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4.3.2. Connecting the Recorder

Connectors: BNC female on cam-
era backside

Signal: 
1,5GB  HD-SDI interface for HD 
signals and RAW

NOTE: The PS-Cam X35 contains at its outputs „P“ signals instead of „PSF“ 
signals. It is not possible to switch between „P“ and „PSF“. However the PS-
Cam X35 is compatible to a wide range of recorders in HD.

There are several possibilities to mount the recorder on the top of the cam-
era. Depending on your recorder you may have to remove the hand grip of 
the PS-Cam X35

4.4. Starting and shutting down
NOTE: To avoid unintentional starts and shut downs the PS-Cam X35 has a 
security toggle switch to switch it on/off. For changing its position you have 
to pull the lever backwards.

To start and shut down the PS-Cam X35 you just have to switch it on and 
off. 

If the camera is supplied with power correctly, you will instantly hear the 
camera’s ventilation starting up and the camera system will boot up. After ap-
prox. 20 seconds the STATUS LED is illuminated constantly and the camera 
is ready.

4.5. Camera Status
The PS-Cam X35 has three letter-marked LEDs on its back side, right of the 
on/off switch.

LED Color illuminated Status

Error (E) red An error has occured. Restart the camera

Record (R) blue Camera is recording

Status (S) green Camera is ready to be operated
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4.5.1. Time Code

The PS-Cam X35 is equipped with an onboard Ambient time code and 
synchronization module which is compatible to the Ambient ClockIt family. It 
provides frame accurate synchronization between the PS-Cam X35 and any 
other camera system using the Ambient ClockIt technology. The current time-
code format is LTC.

Depending on following cases and application  the camera can be config-
ured differently:

- Normal speed / High speed
- Camera + Audio / Camera
- Direct / Buffer Recording
- Internal / External Synchronization
- 2D / 3D
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5. Operation
Menu control: Control Unit, can be set on right side or left side of the PS-
Cam X35

Remote control: Control Unit can be connected to the PS-Cam X35 with a 
cable up to 25 meters length

5.1. Camera Modes
5.1.1. Live Mode

The Live Mode shows a live picture of the camera while not recording. In this 
mode you can do image settings like focus and composing.

5.1.2. Direct Recording

The PS-Cam X35 is capable to record directly uncompressed images with 
highest picture quality onto recorders with exchangeable media, currently up 
to 30 fps.

In this mode the camera captures similar to other cameras on the market to 
exchangeable media however additional media and recorders are necessary 
and available.

There is no extra download time necessary.

The switchable HD-SDI interface in 1,5 G ensures using existing and future-
proofed HD-SDI recorders on the market. Every HD supporting recorder can 
be attached such as Sony HDCAM SR, AJA Kipro or the PS DigiMag. Other 
recorder examples are: Cine Deck, 1 Beyond, - Atomos Samurai, Codex. PS-
RAW may be not supported, please check your recorder.

The PS-Cam X35 offers a „One Button Recording“ function (based on the 
ARRI One button function). This function sends a trigger signal to the con-
nected recorder when the RUN button is pushed. The trigger signal starts 
the recorder.
If you want to use this function verify your recorder supports “One Button 
Recording” (if ARRI VariFlag is supported, it also works for PS-Cam X35). 
Contact us if you have more questions.

5.1.3. Indirect and Super Slow Motion Recording

The PS-Cam X35 is capable to record indirect and Super Slow Motion with 
an internal memory. 

The advantages of the memory are:

1. The capability to capture at high frame rates

It is technically not possible to handle high speed rates in uncompressed 
quality with neither 
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- commodity IT storage devices 
- not tape based recording

2. No extra additional medium is necessary to record

The camera is capable to record up to 4 min in 25 fps without film mode 
switched on instantly without additional storage devices and recorders.

There is an extra download time necessary to record the images from the 
internal memory onto an external device.

The following table shows the recording time for the internal memory with 
18GB and 36GB without film mode (Min:Sec at 1920 x 1080):

Recording Time Download Time Playback Time

FPS 18GB 36GB FPS 18GB 36GB FPS 18GB 36GB

24/25 04:08 08:17 25 04:08 08:17 25 04:08 08:17

50 02:04 04:08 50 02:04 04:08

60 01:40 03:20 60 01:40 03:20

75 01:22 02:44

100 01:02 02:04

150 00:41 01:22

450 00:12 00:24

750 00:08

1.500 00:04

The buffer times represent the max time without film mode.

In film mode the figures in the table are half of the one above (Min:Sec at 
1920 x 1080):

Recording Time Download Time Playback Time

FPS 18GB 36GB FPS 18GB 36GB FPS 18GB 36GB

24/25 02:04 04:08 25 02:04 04:08 25 02:04 04:08

50 01:02 02:04 50 01:02 02:04

60 00:50 01:40 60 00:50 01:40

75 00:41 01:22

100 00:31 01:02
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150 00:20 00:41

450 00:06 00:12

750 00:04

5.1.4. Types of record modes

Because the quantity of data acquired at high frame rates is large, the 
recording is not sent directly to a recorder, but instead is buffered in the 
camera’s internal RAM. The record mode determines how the image data are 
written to the camera’s RAM memory.
Various modes are available for different functions:

Sequence:  Once recording has started, data is written once into RAM until it 
is full, and then the recording is stopped automatically.

Ring Buffer:  Once recording has started, the data is written into the RAM 
until the recording is stopped manually. Image data that goes beyond the 
possible RAM recording length, is overwritten with new image data. 

Direct Recording:  Choose this mode to directly record the signal on an ex-
ternal recorder (e.g. DigiMag DM-2). In this case there is no RAM recording 
limit. This is the only mode for direct recording. Recording speed is limited 
by the chosen format.

Recording speed:

Trigger 70/30: This is a combination of the Sequence and Ring Buffer 
modes. When recording is stopped, the camera continues to record for 30 
percent of the possible recording duration before actually stopping.

Trigger 50/50: This is a combination of the Sequence and Ring Buffer 
modes. When recording is stopped, the camera continues to record for half 
of the possible recording duration before actually stopping.

Trigger 30/70: This is a combination of the Sequence and Ring Buffer 
modes. When recording is stopped, the camera continues to record for 70 
percent of the possible recording duration before actually stopping.

Ramping: It is possible to record up to 4 different ramps in the complete 
RAM memory. To start, you have to go to the settings menu, set the RAM 
memory in sequence mode and choose a frame rate for the project that will 
be the start frame rate of the ramp. The chosen frame rate must be always a 
full number (for example 24, NOT 23.98 or 29.97).
In the Ramping menu, you will have the option to choose how many ramps 
you want to make. Then, you will set manually the end frame rate and the 
duration of the ramp. 
Once you are in the Timeline menu and start recording, a button called Ramp 
will be activated. Whenever you want the ramp to start press the button. If 
you want to record several ramps, the button will be activated again, after the 
first ramp has finished and so on. 
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Timelapse: It is possible to record with intervals from 1 sec. to 365 days in 
the RAM memory. To start, you have to go to the settings menu, set the RAM 
memory in sequence mode and choose a frame rate for the project. The 
chosen frame rate must be always a full number (for example 24, NOT 23.98 
or 29.97).
In the Timelapse menu, you have the option to choose the interval and how 
many pictures are recorded per interval (burst).
Once you are in the Timeline menu and start recording, Timelapse is already 
activated. The first interval will be recorded with the pressing the record but-
ton.

Stop Motion: It is possible to record a defined number of pictures (burst 
rate) per trigger in the RAM memory. To start, you have to go to the settings 
menu, set the RAM memory in sequence mode and choose a frame rate for 
the project. The chosen frame rate must be always a full number (for example 
24, NOT 23.98 or 29.97).
In the Timelapse menu, you have the option to choose how many pictures 
are recorded per interval (burst).
Once you are in the Timeline menu and start recording, StopMotion mode is 
already activated. The each trigger will be recorded by pressing the record 
button.
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5.2. Control Unit

Control function

INFO button - switch from main menu to info menu
- lock the Info menu

MENU button - switch from info menu to main menu
- open and close the Control Unit menu

ON button - start the Control Unit by typing
- shut down Control Unit by pushing for 
several seconds

ON LED - illuminated red: Control Unit is booting
- illuminated green: Control Unit is ready to 
operate 

Scroll wheel with SET-button - navigating within a submenu by scrolling
- changing numerical values by scrolling
- confirm settings by typing

Touch screen - navigating the menus
- showing the operator interface

To start the Control Unit push 
the ON-button. The touchscreen 
display shows the PS-Cam X35 
logo and the ON led is blinking red 
while booting. 

Touchscreen display
scroll wheel with 
SET-button

ON-LED

INFO button

MENU button

ON button (on the side)
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The Control Unit is ready for oper-
ating when the touchscreen display 
shows the main menu interface, the 
ON led is illuminated green and the 
buttons are active.

5.3. Menu Structure
The main menu (1st level) contains submenus (2nd level) with other sub-
menus inside (3rd level).
For a more practical navigation it is not only possible to jump from one level 
to another, but to jump between the different submenus directly. Typing the 
CLOSE button in the upper right corner of the Interface, you will jump back 
to the previous window.

NOTE: The shown layout of the menu may differ from the version on your 
camera. If you have any questions or problems related to this, please, con-
tact our helpdesk or service.

5.4. Info Menu

The Info Menu shows camera status. In the lower area, you can read the 
temperature of the camera and the Cmos sensor. In the middle area, you can 
see the main camera and image settings. By typing on these informations, 
you can jump directly to the corresponding part of the main menu where 
these settings are, and change them.

To avoid changes of your settings you can lock and unlock the touch screen 
typing the INFO button. The Control Unit buttons are still active when the 
touchscreen is locked.
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5.5. Main Menu

The main menu offers an overview of all the other setting options divided into 
categories: 

CAMERA CONTROL:

- SETTINGS: Set your recording settings
-  TIMELINE: Control your recording and playback

IMAGE PROCESSING:

- IMAGE: Set primary image settings for HD-stream
- ADVANCED: Set advanced image settings for HD-stream
- MOTION EFFECT: Set recording effects like ramping and time lapse

Each one of these text fields corresponds to a different button. By pressing 
on the touchscreen, the respective submenu will open.

5.5.1. Settings

IMAGE
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The settings submenu contains all recording settings. Here you can select 
the recording format, frame rate, shutter speed, recording mode, segment 
mode and the output mode for dual or single link on the HD-stream.

All settings are saved in the Control Unit. However, check the selected set-
tings after restarting or powering up after a failed restart of the Control Unit. 

Format
Pressing the FORMAT line, a window opens, showing a selection of stan-
dard formats. Select a format; the window will close and the format will be 
applied. 

NOTE:
Dual link does not support film mode!

Resolution Frames per second (FPS) Single Link / Dual Link

720 50 Single Link (SL)

1080 23,98 Single Link (SL)

1080 24 Single Link (SL)

1080 25 Single Link (SL)

1080 29,97 Single Link (SL)

1080 30 Single Link (SL)

1080 50 Dual Link (DL)

1080 60 Dual Link (DL)

Rec.Speed
Pressing the “Rec.Speed” line, a window opens, showing a selection of val-
ues representing frame rates in frames per second (FPS). Once a speed is 
selected, it is applied and the window closes automatically. You can specify 
your own number using the “Custom” option. The following frame rates are 
available: 
Custom - 23,98 - 24 - 25 - 29,97 - 30 - 50 - 59,94 - 60 - 75 - 100 - 119,88 
- 120 - 125 - 150 - 200 - 250 - 300 - 350 - 400 - 450 - 750 ( - 1.500 MK2)

Shutter
Pressing the “Shutter” line, a window opens, showing a selection of shut-
ter speeds. Once a speed is selected, it is applied and the window closes 
automatically. You can specify your own number using the “Custom” option. 
The following shutter speeds are available: 
Custom - 11,2° - 22,5° - 30° - 45° - 60° - 75° - 90° - 105° - 120° - 135° - 
144° - 150° - 172,8° - 180°

NOTE: 
The longest exposure time always corresponds to the set recording speed. 
Of course, a shorter exposure time can also be set.
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Rec.Mode
Pressing the “Rec.Mode” line, a window opens, showing five different “re-
cord modes”. Once a mode is selected, it is applied and the window closes 
automatically.

- Sequence
  In this mode, the entire internal camera´s RAM memory is used for recording.  
When the memory is full, the recording will stop automatically. 

Example:  
Possible recording length with the RAM at 150 fps: 20 seconds.  
20 seconds after being started, the recording stops automatically.

- Ring Buffer
 The entire internal camera´s RAM is written continuously. The recording ends 
only when is stopped manually. Image data that goes beyond the possible 
RAM´s recording length is overwritten by new image data. 
 
Example:  
Possible recording length to RAM at 150 fps: 20 seconds.  
Once started, recording continues until it is stopped manually. 
The last 20 seconds of the recording time are saved.

- Direct Recording
In this mode you can record directly to an external recorder without doing 
a recording to the RAM first and then do a playout. The recording speed is 
limited to the format chosen. The longest shutter is also limited to certain 
values. Choosing a shorter shutter is always possible. 

- Trigger 30/70, 50/50, 70/30
In this mode you can make a decision how much percent of the recordable 
frames will still be recorded after you pressed the stop button. With this 
mode you make sure that you get a certain amount of frames before and 
after pressing the stop button and not loosing anything important.

Example: 
You choose Trigger 30 / 70. A recording is started and is running as long 
a you want  (like in the Ring Buffer Mode). As soon as you press the stop 
button the trigger mode is  active and the recording will stop after recording 
30% more of the recordable frames. So you have 70% of the action before 
you pressed the stop button and 30% of it after you pressed it. In the other 
modes only the percentage differs. 

Segment
Divide the RAM into different segments to record to with this function. Ev-
ery segment may relate to different settings to be saved by the Control Unit. 
Playback of every separate segment is possible at any time, you just need to 
select the concerning segment.

The following segmentations can be selected:
- 1 Segment 100%

Image Process
- Film mode: increased image quality by the dark reference function. The 
recording capacity is decreased to 50%. Film mode is not supported by dual 
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link.
- Auto: black set is generated automatically
- Manual: black set is set manually
- Our suggestion: Use Film Mode up to 750 fps, above 750 fps use AUTO 
Mode. Only experts should use MANUAL Mode

Timecode
Leads you to the Timecode Submenu.

Engineering
Leads you to the Engineering Submenu

Test Signal
The following test signals can be chosen: 
- SMPTE 219 M Color bar
- Red Only
- Green Only
- SMPTE 178 M Stressplattform
- White crosses on Black ground
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- Black crosses on White ground
- Cb-ramp
- Cr-ramp
- Moving white square

- Type ON to activate a test signal
- Type OFF to deactivate the test signal

Fan Control
For sync sound shoots the PS-Cam X35 has an built-in fan control 
to silence the fan during the recording. For high speed shooting and 
shooting in a hot environment you can also deactivate the fan control, 
so the fan is working permanently.

- Type ON to active the fan control 
- Type OFF to deactivate the fan control

Ambient Temperature
For an optimal temperature management of the PS-Cam X35 three dif-
ferent ambient temperatures can be chosen:

- 25°C or less
- 30°C
- 35°C or higher

HD-SDI Output
Configuration of HD-SDI outputs: Activate / Deactivate different HD-
SDI outputs

5.5.2. Timeline

The timeline controls the recording, playback and download. The Timeline 
Menu consists of two windows: Records and Playback. To switch from one 
window to the other type on the grey button in the middle of the upper bar 
(Switch to Record/Playback).

1

2

3

4 5
6

7
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1: Timeline 9: Fast Forward

2: Record button 10: Rewind

3: Stop button 11: Skip forward

4: Ramping (enabled) 12: Skip backward

5: Intervall (enabled) 13: Save all

6: Direct links 14: Save marked area

7: Information bar 15: Cut in

8: Playback button 16: Cut out

The wide bar in the timeline indicates the current memory status. To the right 
beside the timeline are the current record (in fps)/playback speed display and 
the timecode display. To the right left beside the timeline are the playback/
record mode display and the chosen segment display. 

The recording is started by pressing the record button, which disables every 
button except the stop button. 

Four features indicate that recording has begun:

- The blue line of the timeline extends towards the right, thus indicating the
progress of the recording. In Sequence mode, the recording is stopped 
automatically at the end. In Ring Buffer mode, the recording continues until 
manually stopped.

-  The frame counter (image) counts the recorded frames up to the maximum
capacity of the RAM, “Rec” is shown in the info box on the upper left side.

- A live image is displayed.

- The red dot in the status line blinks while recording until the recording is 
stopped. 
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After stopping the recording, you can select a certain range of the timeline 
for the playback by setting a marker. To set a marker, push the play line to the 
desired starting point in the timeline. The CUT IN-button sets the Cut in point 
at the current location of the play line. The CUT OUT-button sets the cut out 
point at the place selected by the play line.

Start and stop marker points are marked with two triangles. When clicking 
on one of the triangles the curser jumps to the start or stop point. 

Playback of the marked area on the timeline by typing SAVE M. This function 
should be used for playout on an external recorder. The playback progress 
is displayed in the Image field. If markers are set, only the selected range is 
saved. If there are no markers, the entire timeline is transferred. To save the 
whole record type SAVE ALL.

By typing on one of the direct links you can switch to the depending menu 
directly for changes.

Use the Skip buttons to switch among the takes.

NOTE:
The optimum operating temperature is between +45 °C – +55°C / 
+113 °F – +131 °F. If the temperature rises to +60 °C / +140 °F, the tempera-
ture display begins to flash red and you must take immediate action to cool the 
camera sufficiently!

5.5.3. Image

NOTE: Not all functions are implemented yet.

In this menu, you can adjust the white balance, contrast and saturation of the 
image on the HD-SDI OUT of the PS-Cam X35. You can save your setting 
by pressing the “Save” button at a desired Look position. An input window 
opens in which you can enter a desired name. 

NOTE:
the desired target position must be selected via the Look drop-down menu. 
The position of the Look rotary switch on the camera has no effect on the 
save operation!
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To call up the saved values again, you can select the respective Look posi-
tion via the drop-down menu and load them by pressing the “Load” button, 
or select them directly via the Look rotary switch on the camera.

Look
Here you can create, name and load up different looks on your PS-Cam X35. 
The benefit is less work and costs in the post production. Furthermore you 
can match several cameras easily on the same look.

Curve
You can select from two different curves here (Rec 709/linear) 

Black Offset
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

Gain
You can select from three different values (0 dB / 3 dB / 6 dB)

Auto White Balance
Pressing the button starts an auto white balance.

RGB Values WB
These values show you the ratios between the RGB channels after having 
done a whitebalance. These values a just for information purposes and can 
only be changed by making a new auto whitebalance. 

Tint
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

Color Temp
You can select from three different values (6500K/5600K/3200K)

5.5.4. Advanced

By typing on the arrow in the header of this submenu you can switch to the 
Advanced 2/2 submenu.
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Saturation
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

RGB Saturation
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

Contrast
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

Detail
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

Adaptive Detail
Pressing the middle empty field opens a window in which you can enter the 
desired value.  
The + / - fields are for fine adjustment.

Black Set
A Dark Image Processing can be done manually. Therefore the menu informs 
you when to set the lens cap on the lens.

Advanced 2/2 Submenu
By typing on the arrow in the header of the menu you can switch to the ad-
vanced 2/2 submenu.

By typing on the arrow in the header of the menu, you can switch back to the 
Advanced 1/2 submenu.

Test Signal
The following test signals can be chosen: 

SMPTE 219 M color bar, red only, green only, SMPTE 178 M stressplatt-
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form, white crosses on black ground, black crosses on white ground, cb-
ramp, cr-ramp, moving white square

- Type ON to activate a test signal
- Type OFF to deactivate the test signal

5.5.5. Motion-Effect

This menu leads you to the following motion effect submenus: Ramping, 
Time Lapse & Stop Tricks.

Ramping

NOTE: Currently there is just a jump ramping function available. Please keep 
in touch with P+S TECHNIK for a firmware update. 

1: Start FPS
2: Delay, running time of the camera before the ramp starts
3: Screening Time, period of time in FPS are increased/decreased from the 
start FPS to the Target FPS
4: Ramp Time, running time of the camera after the ramping is done
5: Target FPS, final FPS of the ramping

2
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3
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To do the settings put your finger on the value slide it up to increase it or 
slide it down to decrease it. You can also type on the value and use the hand 
wheel to change it. You can save six different ramps for later recording use.

Timelapse (& StopMotion)
 

1: Chose Mode ( Off / Timelapse / StopTricks)
2: Set interval (1 sec. up to 365 days, only available for timelapse mode)
3: Set Burst ( number of images recorded / interval, standard setting 1)
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6. Exporting Content
Recorder settings

Most recorders has to be set to the correct playback data of the PS-Cam 
X35 like file format, size and frame rate. For correct recorder settings please 
refer to the user manual of your recorder.

Before recording

- Check that all pre-configured settings are correct. (Format, frame rate, shut-
ter speed, REC. mode)

- Touch the “TIMELINE” field/button in the main menu of the Control Unit to 
open its submenu.

For recording please refer to chapter 5.

Start the download 

If you have not done so already, switch to the “TIMELINE” menu of the Con-
trol Unit. (In the main menu by pressing the “TIMELINE” field/button)
Stop the recording by pressing the Stop field/button in the display or the 
white Stop Hard button. 

The camera is now ready to play back the last recording. 

- Start the playback by pressing the Play field/button

- Choose the track you want to export

- Set “Cut In” and “Cut Out” markers to limit the range for playback, 
- Touch the screen near over or below the timeline to jump to the marker 
“Cut In” or “Cut Out” with the cursor. 

The cursor will now jump to one of the arrows indicating the “Cut In” or “Cut 
Out”.  

- Start the recording on your recorder

- Start the playback on the PS-Cam X35

- After the track has been recorded stop the recording on your recorder
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7. Workflow
Depending on the format you choose there are two different workflow: 
HD workflow and RAW workflow.

Workflow HD RAW

Outputs Standard Mode
(direct recording)

Motion FX Standard Mode
(direct recording)

Motion FX

Monitor HD HD RAW HD

Recorder HD HD RAW RAW

Viewfinder HD HD RAW HD

With except of the RAW standard mode the HD-SDI outputs for monitor and 
viewfinder provide a HD signal. So you can use a wide range of HD monitors 
and viewfinders with the PS-Cam X35.

Another difference between the two workflow is their flexibility. For HD you 
can use most recorders in the market. For RAW you only can use recorders 
that supports PS-RAW. For further informations refer to the following graphic 
or contact P+S TECHNIK. 
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7.1. HD Workflow
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7.2. RAW Workflow

X35 Partner  – BLUEFISH444 PS-RAW Capture Module 

Key features: 
- Capture RAW video data over HDSDI (PS-RAW / WeisscamRAW) 
- De-bayer RAW material for desktop and HD-SDI preview. 
- Simultaneous capture of RAW and 4:2:2 video 
- Flexible timecode options, including writing preset timecode to RAW and 
4:2:2 video files
- Cineform[1], open EXR, and DNG[2] support for writing RAW 
- Optional SD H264 Proxy files for editorial process 

Components: 
FLUID  capture module: the debayering software of P+S RAW and Weiss-
cam RAW with the Epoch card is FLUID. It is available soon as Rev  1 (Fluid 
runs only on Windows currently). 

Epoch 2K Ultra (Base Board (Epoch 2K Horizon) + Monitoring board 
(VariVue)) : We recommend Epoch 2K Ultra because it covers every dual link 
workflow option customers could possibly use. 

Epoch 2K Ultra has the following base functionality: 
- 3G-SDI, 12 bit processing, 
- scaling module for up/down/cross conversion  (2 x Jetstream), 
- DVI / HDMI preview module (1 x VariVue), 
- embedded audio, dual link & multi-channel I/O with full duplex video
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8. FAQs
What is the PS-Cam X35?

-  It´s a motion effect camera designed for normal shooting an capable to 
shoot rates below 24 up to  750 fps (1.500 fps MK2) in slow motion, fast 
motion, ramped motion, time lapsed motion for all purposes. 
- It´s a combination of a sync sound and high speed camera – a 2 in 1 
camera. So if you´d like to go for motion effect you don´t need an additional 
camera or operator resources/budget. 
-  It´s a motion effects camera for all purposes! - It´s a 24 fps normal speed 
camera that’s capable to shoot up to 750 fps (1.500 fps MK2).

What is the difference of PS-Cam X35 to other digital cameras?

In one word – the motion effects!  
-  Slow motion, fast motion, ramped motion and time lapsed motion in com-
bination with high picture quality and no resolution and quality loss in one 
camera! 
- The merge of sync sound cameras and digital high speed!

- This supports  new creativity emotional visual story telling  - allowing to 
tell the story differently (be creative, tell a different story).

What is the difference to high speed cameras?

The X35 is a 24 fps normal speed camera with high picture quality that’s 
capable to shoot slow motion up to 750 fps (1.500 fps MK2). In contrary 
the HS-2 is a high speed camera with a high picture quality that´s capable 
to shoot normal speed rates at different price points for a range of budget 
requirements!

What is special about this camera?

- Reliable: all-purposes workhorse for every day shooting with reliable and 
high picture quality in normal speed and slow motion. Have a look for all-
categories Documentary, TV drama, commercial etc. with reliable workflow in 
HD!

- Effective: motion effects fps in slow motion, fast motion, ramped motion 
and time lapse for a different creative visual language. 

- Efficient: 2 in one. One camera instead of two on the set. The combination 
of sync sound cameras and digital high speed! Saves money for operators 
and material.

 What are the challenges of producing a sync sound camera with a 

high speed one in one product?

- Sensor and image processing, global shutter, cooling etc.
- High speed censor and buffer integration with production relevant param-
eters such as sync and Timecode and 3D.
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Why build something like this when there are kind a few high speed 

cameras and now 35 mm sized digital cameras?

- There is not just only high speed. There is slow motion, fast motion, time 
lapse, and ramped motion. There is no camera in the market able to do it!
It´s a motion effect camera designed for normal shooting and capable to 
shoot rates below 24 up to 750 fps (1.500 fps MK2) in slow motion, fast 
motion, ramped motion, time lapsed motion for all purposes. 

- It´s a combination of a sync sound and high speed camera – a 2 in 1 
camera. So if you´d like to go for motion effect you don´t need an additional 
camera or operator resources/budget. Effective to tell a story differently.

What is the ease or difficulty in switching between high speed and 

normal speed recording?

Switch the operation in the menu to another frame rate – no Power ON/Off 
necessary.

 Does the camera use compression, what codecs does it use?

- Uncompressed 
- 422 HD 10 Bit

Does the camera have a new CMOS sensor, what are the specifica-

tions?

- Latitude: Up to 11 T-stops

- Motion Frame Rate: 1 – 24 – 25 – 150 – 750 fps (1.500 fps MK 2)

- Sensitivity: 640 ASA

- Sensor: HD Global Shutter Technology
 
- Compression: None! Uncompressed 

- Bit Depth: 12 Bit A/D Conversion

What is the native resolution of the CMOS Sensor? How does it 

translate into a 1920 x 1080 frame?

The native resolution of the single sensor is 1920 x 1080. It is translated to 
an HD image by a common (de)-Bayer pattern.

What is the aspect ratio? 
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The X35 will record images with an aspect ratio of 1:1.78 (in other words 16 
x 9).

What is the optical image size? 

The image size of the X35 for the active pixels is 21.1 x 11.9 mm, which is 
24.2 mm in diagonal. 

What is the pixel size of the censor?

The pixel size is 11 µm.

 What will be the resolution when the X35 records RAW? 

The X35 resolution in RAW will be 1920 X 1080.

Can the X35 handle 720p HD?

Yes. It handles 720p by windowing the 1920 X 1080 censor. In this case, 
the optical image size is 14.1 x 7.9 mm  

How does it work in slow motion? Is there any resolution loss with  

750 fps (1.500 fps MK 2) ?

No. The high-speed mode does not window the sensor like other cameras. 
The resolution and the image size remains at *1080 with 21.1 x 11,9 mm. 

What is the IR filter transmission?

The IR filter blocks at 690 nm.

What are the recording options for both sync sound and vari-speed?

HD recorders on the market. From AJA Kipro to Convergent Design, Codex, 
Stwo , Black Magic and others.

How to mount the CODEX and other equipment to the camera?

Codex provides its own mounting kit, which is similar to the ARRI Mount-
ing kit. P+S Technik will provide a Black Magic Solution. Other solutions for 

Convergent Design and AJA are under consideration.

Could the X35 use the ARRI viewfinder? 

Unfortunately P+S Technik cannot provide a solution to use the Arri viewfind-
er. A market solution to use the Arri viewfinder is not known yet.

 What is the actual spec of the viewfinder output? 
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The X35 contains a HD-SDI output for the viewfinder. This means according 
to the used HD standrard the format is 1920*1080 or 720p.

 What are the currently available viewfinder solutions that could be 

used today on the camera? And what would P+S Technik‘s recom-

mended viewfinder be right now?

The recommended viewfinder is right now the TV Logic VFM-056W – 5.6” 
High Resolution LCD Monitor: 

http://www.tvlogicusa.com/product/product.php?idx=55.  

P+S Technik provides a X35 solution with a P+S Technik made eyepiece 
and hood for this viewfinder. There are some other VF in HD-SDI in the 
market. P+S Technik would like to give users and operators the freedom of 
choice with the HD-SDI output. Currently viewfinder solutions change rapidly 
in the market. 

A document describing all known bugs and notes and changes to the cur-
rent revision can be found on our ftp: 

ftp://ftp.pstechnik.eu/Information/Firmware Info/
Login:  ………………………………… x35
Password: ………………………… pscam
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9. Technical Specifications

Camera

Sensor 35Digital Motion Effects 
Sensor

CMOS Global Shutter 
Sensor

Pixel Size 11µm

Sensitivity 640 ASA

Latitude 11 T-stops

Lens Mount PS Interchangeable 
Mount System

IMS Mount

Resolution Full HD 1920 x 1080

HD 1280 x 720 

Sensor Capture Size High Definition (1080p) 21.1 x 11.9 mm
(diagonal 24.2 mm)

High Definition (720p) 14,1 x 7,9 mm (diagonal 
16.1 mm)

Frame Rates Standard Speed 24 - 60 fps

Motion Effect Range 
(with continuous Setting)

750 fps (1.500 fps 
MK2) max 
1 - 24 – 75 - 150 – 300 
- 750 fps (1.500 MK2)

Capture Processing Dynamic Picture Quality 
Enhancement

2D & 3D application S3D compatible (Frame-
sync)

Recording High Definition 4:2:2 10Bit uncom-
pressed

Internal Memory 18 GB 4:08min @ 24fps (max)

0:40min @ 150fps (max)

36 GB / 9 GB option planned

Synchronisation Time Code +/- 2 frames

Accuracy Free Run

Offline Sync yes

Power Camera 12V-30V,  apprx. 90W 
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Accessories 12V; 30W; 24V; 60W

Weight approx. 8,3 kg / 18,3 lbs

Dimensions (L x W x H) 343 x 157 x 179 mm
13,5 x 6,2 x 7,0 inch

Connection

Interface Description Specification

Output HDSDI (1,5G)
for monitor and recorder

4* BNC HD-SDI

Viewfinder (VF) 1* BNC HD-SDI (front)

Time Code 1* BNC

Status (Sensor active 
out)

1* BNC

Cam Sync via 1* Triax 

Time Code, Synchroniza-
tion 

via 5 pin Lemo (Ambient 
compatible)

HD/RAW Option 
(planned)

2* BNC RAW in HD-
SDI

Input Cam Sync 1* BNC

Time Code, Synchroniza-
tion 

via 5 pin Lemo 
(Ambient compatible)

Power (12 - 30 V) 2 pin Fischer

Battery AB-Mount
V-Mount (option)

Control External  Control Inter-
face

8 pin Lemo (RS232),
2* USB  (Service) 
WLAN planned

Cooke Lenses Control 
(iCooke)

4pin Lemo
(front panel)

Power out 12V 2*4pin Lemo 
(back panel)

24V 2*3pin Fisher 
(side panel)
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10. Quick References
10.1. Short specification List

Camera

Sensor 35Digital Motion 
Effects Sensor

CMOS Global shutter Sensor

Bit Depth 12 Bit A/D conversion

Lens Mount PS Interchangeable 
Mount System

IMS Mount

Resolution Full HD 1920 x 1080

HD 1280 x 720 

Sensor 
Capture Size

Full HD (1080p) 21.1 x 11.9 mm (diagonal 24.2 
mm)

HD (720p) 14,1 x 7,9 mm (diagonal 16.1 mm)

Latitude up to 11 T-stops

Sensitivity 640 ASA

Frame Rates Standard Speed 24 - 60 fps (direct HD-SDI out-
put)

All Speed Range 1- 750 fps (1.500 fps MK 2) 
(continuously adjustable)

Capture Processing Dynamic Picture Quality Enhance-
ment

Recording High Definition 4:2:2 10 Bit uncompressed

Internal Memory 18GB 4:08 min @ 24 fps (max)

0:40 min @ 150 fps (max)

Power Camera 12 V - 30 V,  approx. 90 W 

Accessories 12 V; 30 W; 24 V; 60 W

Interface Output 5 x HDSDI 
(2 x monitor, 2 x recorder, 1 x VF)

Accessories 12 V / 30 W;  24 V / 60 W

Weight approx. 8,3 kg / 18,3 lbs

Dimensions (L x W x H) approx. 343 x 157 x 179 mm
approx. 13,5 x 6,2 x 7,0 inch
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10.2. Connector pin assignment list

Function Connector Assignment Plan (connector 
side)

Time Code, Syn-
chronization 

5 pin Lemo
(back panel)

1: Ground
2: LTC out
3: -
4: -
5: LTC in

Cam Sync Triax
(back panel)

1: Ground
2: Cam Sync in
3: Cam Sync out

Power in 
(12-30V)

2pin Fischer 
(back panel)

1: Ground
2: +24V

External  Control 
Interface

8 pin Lemo 
(back panel)

1: Ground
2: V-Batt.
3: TXD
4: RXD
5: Power-On
6: Can-L
7: Can-H
8: ACBMoDe

12V out 2*4 pin Lemo 
(back panel)

1: Ground
2: +12 V
3: - 
4: - 

RS out
(24V out)

2*3 pin Fischer 
(side panel)

1:Ground
2: +24 V
3: RS

Cooke Lens con-
nector (iCooke)

4 pin Lemo
(font panel)

1: RXD
2: TXD
3: Ground
4: +24 V
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10.3. Control Unit - Menu pattern
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11. Manufacturer Information
The manufacturer of this product is 

P+S TECHNIK GmbH

Siemensstrasse 12

85521 Ottobrunn / Munich

Germany

Helpdesk Hotline +49-(0)89-45 09 82-30

Phone ………… +49-(0)89-45 09 82-30

Fax …………… +49-(0)89-45 09 82-40

Email …………… support@pstechnik.de

Web ………………… www.pstechnik.de

Please find worldwide authorised representation and dealer on our website 

www.pstechnik.de in the rental section or send an email to info@pstechnik.

de requesting the contact details.

Concerning any service and warranty requests, please contact your local 

distributor or P+S TECHNIK directly by email at support@pstechnik.de
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